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Infectious diseases are a major health problem worldwide.

The incidence of infectious diseases is rising, due to the

ageing population, the rise in tumour therapy possibilities

and the increase in organ transplantations, all leading to

impaired immune systems and a higher number of

immunocompromised patients. Diagnosis and localization

of an infection can already be difficult; recognition of

which microorganism is causing the infection is even a

bigger problem. Furthermore, there is a clear need to dis-

tinguish infection from inflammation, since treatment reg-

imens are different and overtreatment can lead to serious

immune suppression problems in case of an underlying

inflammatory or autoimmune disease and to the induction

of antibiotic resistance. Early recognition of the infectious

process and the causing microorganism is, therefore, of

invaluable importance to be able to start the correct treat-

ment as soon as possible to prevent further morbidity and

mortality.

Molecular imaging modalities offer unique characteris-

tics to separate infection from inflammation and to image

specific targets on the microorganism itself. Furthermore,

recent developments in hybrid imaging techniques have led

to a major step forward in the equipment needed for

molecular imaging. Better imaging techniques, new

radiopharmaceuticals and smart chemistry have given

molecular imaging the opportunity to act as a key player in

the field of infection imaging. At this moment, many

specific tracers are available, but it is still difficult to decide

which one should be tested in large studies and which one

is able to exactly identify the involved microorganism.

Existing worldwide available nuclear medicine tech-

niques such as white blood cell (WBC) scintigraphy [1]

and 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-PET [2] already play

an important role in infection imaging, but are not able to

decide which microorganism is causing the infection. For

that reason we have to use a totally different strategy by

targeting the responsible microorganism in vivo. We are in

need of more specific tracers, which are really able to

recognize the microorganism [3]. This would be a major

step forward. Fortunately, many probes have been descri-

bed to target specific microorganism as a proof of vivid

interest in this research area. However, no specific tracer

has made it to daily clinical routine at this clinical moment.

There is still a lack of evidence, since most probes are

tested in a preclinical setting or only in small patient

groups.

At the moment, most investigated radiopharmaceuticals

are labelled ciprofloxacin and many other antibiotics (with

technetium-99m and fluor-18), ubiquicidin (with tech-

netium-99m and Gallium-68), 111In-biotin, labelled bacte-

riophages (with technetium-99m) and 99mTc-labelled

oligomers specific for bacterial ribosomal RNA. Although

many of these radiopharmaceuticals show good results and

excellent diagnostic accuracy still many problems remain

to be solved.
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Molecular imaging is not limited to imaging with

radionuclides but can also be performed with optical

imaging, where fluorophores are used to produce optical

signals. Major advantages of the use of this technique are

that it does not require radioactivity, it is cheaper and

allows for fast imaging with a high resolution. However,

optical imaging tracers are only able to penetrate into a

maximum tissue depth of 1 cm so the use of this technique

is not reasonable as the infectious focus is unknown. Also

whole body imaging—the major advantage of SPECT and

PET techniques—is not possible with fluorescent probes.

Furthermore, the relative large size of the fluorophore may

lead to altered structure of the tracer after conjugation.

Nevertheless, developments in probes and technology for

optical imaging are still ongoing and the field of molecular

optical imaging will rapidly evolve and will be increasingly

used in close synergy with radionuclide imaging

techniques.

The use of radiolabelled antibiotics certainly represents

a novel approach to infection diagnosis. Antibiotics local-

ize in the infectious focus, where they are frequently taken

up and metabolized by microorganisms present in the

infectious focus. Antibiotics can kill bacteria or inhibit

their growth by different mechanisms of action. These

include inhibition of cell wall synthesis, inhibition of

protein synthesis, alteration of cell membrane function,

inhibition of nucleic acid synthesis, and inhibitors of other

metabolic processes.

For the imaging point of view, the radiolabelled

antibiotic must bind to its target site within the bacterium.

The binding site will vary with the antibiotic class,

including ribosomes, penicillin-binding proteins, DNA

topoisomerase/gyrase, and the cell membrane itself.

Moreover, the radiolabelled antibiotic must occupy an

adequate number of binding sites and this is related to its

concentration within the microorganism. Finally, the radi-

olabelled antibiotic should remain at the binding site for a

sufficient period to adequately allow to image the infec-

tious area over circulating background activity.

If we focus on specific imaging of one type of bacteria,

what is needed then?

A high specificity for a bacteria may limit the use of the

radiopharmaceutical to a single type of bacteria, assuming

that resistance is not induced. By contrast, if a high sen-

sitivity for imaging infection is privileged, the signal from

the infectious area may not be sufficiently high over the

circulating background [4].

How many specific bacterial radiopharmaceuticals do

we need to decide which bacteria are causing the infection?

It is impossible to image a patient with ten different

labelled antibiotics, not only from a radiation point of view,

but also since we need a fast diagnosis to start the

treatment.

The availability of a radiolabelled antibiotic could be,

therefore, more useful to exclude an infection due to cer-

tain specific pathogen or to follow up the efficacy of

treatment after diagnosis has been made by isolating the

causative bacteria from the infectious area. In this case, the

availability of a panel of radiolabelled probes could be

extremely useful but they must show sufficient sensitivity

to exclude the presence of the bacteria, particularly after or

during an antibiotic treatment.

All these remaining questions have to be solved in the

forthcoming years and decades but it remains clear that a

bright future for molecular imaging techniques is expected

and highly needed.
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